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Conservative War Chest Rallies NBC Affiliates  
AGAINST NBC NEWS	  & COMCAST/NBC/UNIVERSAL 

	  
Says Network Has Become a Left-Wing Super PAC to Smear Republicans 

Calls for Halt to ‘Corruption of American Journalism,’ 
Government & Media Collusion	  

And Asks Republicans and Tea Party to Block Comcast/Time Warner Deal 
65-Page Expose´ Report Launches ‘Campaign of 2015’ to Win 2016	  

 	  
TWO-MINUTE TV SPOT ON NBC AFFILIATES IN FIVE SWING STATES CALLS 

COMCAST-NBC “MILITANT LEFT WING POLITICAL FORCE”	  
    	  
Washington, D.C. – Conservative War Chest today released a 65-page report documenting the 
overt political bias at Comcast-owned NBC and MSNBC News. CWC spokesman Mike Flynn 
said the report was being sent to NBC affiliate stations across the country to seek their help 
restoring the traditional journalistic standards that have been squandered in recent years by 
NBC News and its corporate owners.  

“I hope the affiliates have a stiff drink ready when they read the report,” Flynn said. “Reviewing 
the trite liberal gruel that comes out of Brian Williams and Chuck Todd, for example, is not for 
the faint of heart.” 
 
Flynn said Conservative War Chest (CWC) also will run a two-minute broadcast spot 
starting Wednesday that details the corruption of journalism by NBC News and MSNBC on 
select NBC affiliates in five key 2016 swing states. 

“This isn’t just about the network affiliates defending their own integrity,” Flynn said. “It is also 
important that the public sees how Comcast and NBC News are distorting the news to benefit 
President Obama and their liberal Democratic allies in Congress.” 
 
Flynn noted that in the lead-up to the November midterm elections, the NBC News website 
published more stories on civil unrest in Burkina Faso than the pending elections. When NBC 
did cover the elections, its chief political reporter Chuck Todd said he saw signs of a Democrat 
wave building. The election gave Republicans control of the U.S. Senate and ushered in their 
largest U.S. House and statehouse majorities since the 1920s. This is the same Chuck Todd who 
predicted the Tea Party wasn’t going to ‘catch on.’  “What color is the sky in NBC’s world,” 
Flynn asked.  
 



Flynn stressed that the issue isn’t simply one of bias. “Comcast has already shown that 
journalism takes a back-seat to business if the company needs government favors,” Flynn said. In 
the weeks after the government gave approval to Comcast to purchase NBC, Flynn said, Obama 
attended an event at Comcast CEO Brian Roberts house. “Just weeks later,” Flynn added, “Al 
Sharpton, who said in an interview that he would never criticize Obama, was given a show on 
MSNBC. Rarely does one see both the quid and the quo.”  
 
Flynn said the potential collusion between Comcast and the Obama Administration was 
especially critical now because the mega-corporation is again seeking government favors. 
“Comcast needs Obama Administration approval to merge with Time/Warner cable, giving it 
access to two-thirds of American’s homes,” Flynn said. “The last time Comcast needed a 
government favor we got Al Sharpton five nights a week. What will we get in exchange for a 
deal worth billions to Brian Roberts and other owners of Comcast?” 
 
Flynn said the letter also asks affiliate owners to seek an outside panel of distinguished 
journalists to investigate possible ethics breaches, including: 
 

• Doctored tapes and interview responses	  
	  

• The appearance of collusion by NBC with Obama Administration officials and 
Democratic activists to shape the news agenda	  
	  

• Helping the Obama Administration cover up the IRS, Benghazi, Attorney-General Holder 
perjury and other scandals.	  

The report highlights the record of MSNBC boss Phil Griffin as a “hard-eyed ideologue and 
political hater” who stage manages assaults on conservatives even as ratings hit disastrous levels.	  
 
While acknowledging that there are many good and fair reporters in NBC, the letter tracks the 
corruption of NBC News by the “suits in the suites” who want to curry favor with the Obama 
Administration.	  
 
The letter mines the record to highlight how NBC Nightly News anchor and managing editor 
Brian Williams, NBC Political Director Chuck Todd, Hardball host Chris Matthews and others 
who regularly work to tar the GOP and Tea Party supporters as racist and/or politically 
irrelevant.	  
 
“The result is a kind of leftist Super Pac sponsoring millions of dollars’ worth of attack ads 
disguised as ‘news’ that seek the political oblivion of conservatives and the Republican Party,” 
Flynn said. “Most people in the conservative movement are civil and incapable of the kind of 
attacks that Comcast/NBC/Universal routinely sponsor, somewhat disbelieving that any major 
organization would be capable of this sort of calculated malice.”	  
 
Flynn said that before the presidential election of 2016, the Republican Party must win the 
“campaign of 2015” – the effort to shape perceptions of the GOP and its real positions.	  
 
Toward this end, CWC called on RNC Chairman Reince Priebus to lead the Republican Party to 
respond with full mobilization to halt a Comcast/Time-Warner merger that would give the media 



giant access to 66 percent of American homes without assurances that its Republican smear 
machine will be dismantled.	  
 
Flynn also said CWC would be asking local citizens to oppose changes in county and municipal 
cable contracts that would support the Comcast/Time Warner merger. “There are many reasons 
for consumers to question this mega-merger,” Flynn said. “But ensuring fair democratic elections 
is at the top of that list.”	  
 
To view the ad, go to conservativewarchest.com. 
 
 
EXCERPTS FROM CWC LETTER TO NBC AFFILIATES 

Under the mantra of “news,” Comcast/NBC/Universal not only steadily produces and 
pays for what amounts to millions and millions of nightly advertising against conservatives, but 
also subsidizes a failing television channel that carries on a frontal assault – often employing the 
worst smears ever heard in American public life – on the reputations of those who hold to 
conservative political or cultural views, or who are independents with effective critiques of the 
administration. 

Indeed, with its capacity to sponsor nightly multi-million dollar attack ads, we are not 
sure what the right formulation really is: Is Comcast/NBC/Universal a left-of-center Super PAC 
for extreme liberal Democrats?  Or are the extreme liberals who now run the Democratic Party 
the political arm of Comcast/NBC/Universal? 

In either case, the reality must be faced – Comcast/NBC/Universal seeks the political 
oblivion of conservatives and Republicans. 

Thus, conservatives and Republicans hoping to elect a president and maintain control of 
Congress in the campaign of 2016 must first wage the campaign of 2015.  And that campaign is 
not just about identifying Comcast/NBC/Universal in the public mind for what it is – the nation’s 
most powerful and even militant left-of-center political force, but forcing 
Comcast/NBC/Universal to publicly admit this. 

          Comcast/NBC/Universal has a First Amendment right to do exactly as it does with its 
company. What it is doesn’t have a right to do is falsely claim that it is just a news organization 
or a non-political commercial enterprise. 
 	  
To review the letter, and its documentation of NBC/MSNBC bias, go to 
conservativewarchest.com.  

 



SCRIPT OF NEW CONSERVATIVE WAR CHEST NBC AFFILIATES SPOTS  

Did you know a major newspaper pulled and rewrote a reporter’s story about the IRS scandal 
because it exposed an Obama administration falsehood? 

(“NY Times Scrubs Article Critical Of IRS…”) (“Treasury Knew Of I.R.S. Inquiry In 2012, 
Official Says”) (“Republicans Expand I.R.S. Inquiry, With Eye On White House”) 

Or that a highly respected TV reporter trying to expose the administration’s Benghazi cover-up 
couldn’t get her stories on the air? 

(“Sharyl Attkisson Resigns From CBS News”)  (“Benghazi Cover-Up Blowing Up”) (“Top 
Obama Official’s Brother Is President Of CBS News, May Drop Reporter Over Benghazi 
Coverage”) 

And do you remember how one network portrayed as racist or bigoted the first group of 
Americans to stage protests against Obama Administration policies? 

(“Tea Party Movement Is A Threat To The Pursuit Of Human Rights, Justice And Equality For 
All”) (“Media Cheer Wall Street Occupiers But Jeered Tea Partiers”) (“ABC Hypes NAACP 
Indictment Of Tea Party As Racist…”) 

Or how in a Republican presidential debate the same network’s moderator – himself a former 
high level Democratic Party operative – helped out his old party? 

(“‘Paid Democratic Hitman’: Stephanopoulos’ Bizarre Debate Question On Contraception 
Suddenly Makes Sense”) 

And then there was the moderator in a presidential debate who helped Obama out of trouble just 
when he was caught falsifying his record. 

(“CNN’s Crowley First Plays Umpire Then Joins Team Obama”) 

And did you ever think the day would come when major news organizations wouldn’t really 
report on an Attorney General of the United States perjuring himself before Congress when 
asked about government surveillance of reporters? 

(“Attorney General Eric Holder Could Be Investigated For Perjury”) 

And did you know that a news organization and its parent company have a cable network that is 
a ratings disaster but on the air as a full-time assault machine against conservatives and 
Republicans – one with non-stop record of vicious personal smears, perhaps the worst ever 
heard in American public life? 

(“Martin Bashir Quits…After Shocking Sarah Palin Rant”) (“MSNBC’s Year Of Apologies”) 

And that the same network and company keeps blending this attack machine with its traditional 
news department and see this as the future of broadcast news. 



(“Chuck Todd’s Nixonian Defense Of The IRS) (“Chuck Todd On Eric Holder: ‘The Guy Wasn’t 
Political At All’”) (“MSNBC’s Mission To Help Move America Into The Future”) (“Government 
Approves Comcast-NBC Merger”) (“Brian Williams At Sharpton Event Refers To “Reverend 
Al”) 

This corruption of American journalism and this failure to report on the most scandal-ridden 
administration in history is really about news executives who want to be partisan players and 
don’t want to talk truth to power. 

(Phil Griffin: “This Whole Concept Of Journalist Has To Be Rethought.” Griffin Said. “Sorry, I 
Don’t Care About Journalists”) (“I Basically Do What He Wants Me To Do” – Chris Matthews 
On NBC President Phil Griffin) 

Ask this NBC Affiliate to fight the corruption of American journalism and save NBC News. 

Go to the Conservative War Chest website and read our over-50 page report on how media giant 
Comcast NBC Universal is becoming America's most powerful and militant left-wing political 
force. 

Pictures of Brian Williams, Chuck Todd, Chris Matthews, Phil Griffin, President Barack Obama, 
Al Sharpton 

(ConservativeWarChest.com) (America’s Most Powerful And Militant Left-Wing Political Force) 

Stop Comcast from using NBC and MSNBC as a political assault and smear machine. 
 
(Stop The Comcast Smear Machine) (Stop Comcast From Using NBC And MSNBC As A 
Political Assault And Smear Machine) 
 
Conservative War Chest is responsible for the content of this advertising. 

(Conservative War Chest Is Responsible For The Content Of This Advertising.  Paid For By 
Conservative War Chest Not Authorized By Any Candidate Or Candidate’s Committee. 
WWW.ConservativeWarChest.Com) 

 


